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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Judy is starting to build up money again! 

	 Ever since all of her kittens got part time jobs, Judy is starting to build 
up money again. Max, her mate has just gotten back from his trip to see 
family, and now he can go back to working with Judy at their film company, 
their family business. Judy still hasn’t quit her part time job at Burger Cat 
however, because she was promoted to a waiter. This is good news, and now 
Judy’s family can finally start thinking about that new, reasonably priced 
house that Judy toured yesterday. It is big, with 3 bedrooms, a nice kitchen, 
and a large living room, and 2 toilets in different parts of the house. The 
toilets are a new invention, and to have 2 in a house is super fancy. With all of 
their jobs bringing in money, Judy and her family can pay for the house. In 
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Image above - Judy, 
taking a tour of a 
reasonably priced 
house that she and her 
kittens and Max are 
thinking of moving 
into.
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fact, Judy is probably off making that deal right 
now. All cats agree that it is so nice to see her 
lifestyle back on track. So, with her own house, 
Judy doesn’t have to pay rent every month, and 
nobody can kick her out. 


	 Mavis is still a little annoyed that Judy 
didn’t tell her before about her financial 
problems. I mean, Mavis is her sister after all. 
Shouldn’t they share the problem? When Mavis 
first heard, she actually got mad that Judy didn’t 
tell her. Luckily, Judy prepared for this. Harvey, 
swaying under the weight of 10 sandbags, 
plopped down on Mavis, crushing her long 
enough for Judy to make a getaway. 


	 However, there has been a problem of 
theft recently around the house that Judy wants 
to move into. So, Judy has bought 10 small 
cameras that will blend in with the walls, and 
today she was casually sticking them on the 
walls as her first precaution for her new house. 
Then outside, on the deck Judy put out a stool 
with a glass case on top of it. In the case was a 
diamond ring, but Judy trapped the areas around it. However, Judy learned 
this trick from a spy book. The ring was plastic, but there was a little device 
inside the stone on the ring that made it shine like a diamond. Just a little 
diversion from the real prize, which was Judy’s pendant. 


	 Judy’s kittens got into the security 
mindset too, because they made their shared 
bedroom into a war zone. At all times, one 
kitten was monitoring all of Judy’s security 
cameras after Ice hacked in, including the one 
in the hallway. They had a secret knock, and 
each kitten had hour long shifts watching the 
cameras. There were always 2 guards at the 
door, 2 in and 2 out, all holding weapons. 1 
kitten could sleep at a time, and 1 kitten had a 

break, but had to be awake at all times. However, all of Judy’s kittens were 
happy that they moved, even if most of them slept 1 or 2 hours at night.


	 Subscribe again for more on the cats you love!
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Image above - Judy, 
sneaking around and 
casually fitting a small 
security camera onto 
the wall every once 
and a while.

“No wonder Ice’s 
grades are 
dropping, he 
doesn’t sleep, at 
least not at 
night!” 

 - MAX, WHO IS OBSERVANT
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